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Unintended Consequences of mRNA Shots
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“Worse Than the Disease: Reviewing Some Possible Unintended Consequences of

mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and Dr. Greg Nigh, is

one of the most comprehensive descriptions of the many possible unintended

consequences of the mRNA gene transfer technologies incorrectly referred to as

“COVID vaccines”



As of December 3, 2021, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

has logged 19,886 COVID jab related deaths. P[zer — the only company that the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration has granted full licensing for an as-yet unavailable

COVID shot — accounts for 13,268 of them



Calculations suggest VAERS COVID-related reports are underreported by a factor of

41. That means that in the U.S. alone, the actual death toll may be closer to 374,576.

Including international deaths reported to VAERS would put the death toll at 815,326



Key side effects that are now being reported in massive numbers include

miscarriages, heart attacks, myopericarditis, thrombocytopenia (low platelet count),

shingles, Bell’s palsy and a variety of permanent disabilities, many of which involve

neurological dysfunction



The side effects we now see being reported were entirely predictable based on the

known science detailed in Seneff’s and Nigh’s paper
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 From Dr. Joseph Mercola

Since COVID-19 [rst entered the scene, exchange of ideas has basically been
outlawed. By sharing my views and those from various experts throughout the
pandemic on COVID treatments and the experimental COVID jabs, I became a main
target of the White House, the political establishment and the global cabal.

Propaganda and pervasive censorship have been deployed to seize control over
every part of your life, including your health, [nances and food supply. The major
media are key players and have been instrumental in creating and fueling fear.

I am republishing this article in its original form so that you can see how the
progression unfolded.

Originally published: December 20, 2021

MIT scientist Stephanie Seneff’s paper,  “Worse Than the Disease: Reviewing Some

Possible Unintended Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” published

in the International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in collaboration

with Dr. Greg Nigh, is still one of the best, most comprehensive descriptions of the

many possible unintended consequences of the mRNA gene transfer technologies

incorrectly referred to as “COVID vaccines.”

December 9, 2021, their paper was reprinted in the Townsend Letter, the Examiner of

Alternative Medicine.  Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT who has been

conducting research at MIT for over [ve decades, has spent a large portion of her

career investigating the hazards and mechanisms of action of glyphosate.

Her attention was diverted to the science of mRNA gene transfer technologies in early

2020, when Operation Warp Speed was announced. As noted in her paper, many

factors that lacked precedent, yet were being implemented at breakneck speed,

included:

1. The [rst-ever use of PEG in an injection
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2. The [rst-ever use of mRNA gene transfer technology against an infectious agent

3. The [rst-ever “vaccine” to make no clear claims about reducing infection,

transmissibility or death

4. The [rst-ever coronavirus vaccine ever tested on humans (and previous

coronavirus vaccines all failed due to antibody-dependent enhancement, a

condition in which the antibodies actually facilitate infection rather than defend

against it)

5. The [rst-ever use of genetically modi[ed polynucleotides in the general

population

An Insanely Reckless Process

In a May 2021 interview with me, Seneff said:

“To have developed this incredibly new technology so quickly, and to skip so

many steps in the process of evaluating [its safety], it's an insanely reckless

thing that they've done. My instinct was that this is bad, and I needed to know

[the truth].

So, I really dug into the research literature by the people who've developed

these vaccines, and then more extensive research literature around those

topics. And I don't see how these vaccines can possibly be doing anything

good ...”

At the time, just [ve months into the mass inoculation campaign, Seneff suspected

the COVID shots would end up killing far more people than the infection itself. Today,

a full year into it, the statistics are grim beyond belief, proving her educated prediction

to have been an astute one.

mRNA Jabs Are Shockingly Hazardous



As of December 3, 2021, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)

has logged an astounding 927,738 COVID jab related adverse events, including

19,886 deaths.  VAERS can receive reports from vaccine manufacturers and other

international sources, and if we exclude those, the death toll reported in U.S.

territories exclusively stands at 9,136.

Of the total death reports, P[zer — the only company that the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration has granted full licensing for an as-yet unavailable COVID shot —

accounts for the vast majority: 13,268, compared to 4,894 for Moderna, 1,651 for

Janssen and 73 for an undisclosed brand.

P[zer also accounts for the vast majority of hospitalizations post-injection, and while

those over the age of 66 make up the bulk of deaths, the 25-to-50 age group accounts

for most of the hospitalizations. Key side effects that are now being reported in

massive numbers include:

Miscarriages Heart problems such as heart attacks

and myopericarditis

Thrombocytopenia (low platelet count) Shingles

Bell’s palsy A variety of permanent disabilities,

many of which involve neurological

dysfunction

All of these consequences were predicted by Seneff and Nigh in their paper, which

makes the events all the more tragic. Importantly, VAERS is notoriously

underreported, so the real-world impact of these shots is far greater than what those

data suggest.

The Cure Is Indeed Worse Than the Disease
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Calculations  performed by Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early

Treatment Fund, and his team of statisticians suggest VAERS COVID-related reports

are underreported by a factor of 41. This is a conservative estimate, supported by

calculations using a variety of sources besides VAERS itself.

That means that in the U.S. alone (using the data for U.S. territories only), the actual

death toll may be closer to 374,576 (including international deaths reported to VAERS

would put the death toll at 815,326), and those are deaths that occurred within days

or weeks post-injection.

As Seneff and Nigh explain in their paper, there’s overwhelming reason to suspect that

these gene transfer injections will have devastating impacts in the long term,

resulting in excess deaths over the next decade.

What’s more, it’s clear that the death toll from the COVID-19 infection itself in the U.S.

has been vastly exaggerated, as it’s based on positive PCR tests and even mere

suspicion of COVID in the absence of testing. Many died from other causes and just

happened to have a positive COVID test at the time of death.

Kirsch estimates the real death tally from COVID-19 to be about 50% of the reported

number (which is likely conservative). This means about 380,000 Americans died

from COVID-19 (rather than with COVID), whereas the COVID shots may have killed

more than 374,570 in the [rst 11 months alone.

“ Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years,
we’ll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases,
autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at
younger ages, and blood disorders such as blood
clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.”

As predicted in the title of Seneff’s paper, it seems the cure may indeed end up being
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worse than the disease. This is particularly true for children and young adults, who

have either died or been permanently disabled by the shots by the thousands, while

having an extraordinarily low risk of dying from or being seriously harmed by the

infection itself.

Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years, we’ll see a dramatic spike in prion

diseases, autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and

blood disorders such as blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.

The Spike Protein Is the Most Dangerous Part of SARS-CoV-2

The reason we’re seeing all these problems from the COVID shots is because they

program your cells to continuously produce SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which we now

know is the most dangerous part of the virus. Many experts noted this from the start,

wondering what the vaccine developers could possibly be thinking, selecting this as

the antigen for their shots.

While the mRNA injections can cause harm in many different ways, one basic problem

is that they can overstimulate your immune system to the point of failure. In

summary, as your cells start producing the viral spike proteins, your immune cells

rally to mop up the proteins and dump them into your lymphatic system. (This is why

many report swollen lymph nodes under the arms.)

The antibody response is part of your humoral immunity. You also have cellular

immunity, which is part of your innate immune system. Your innate immune system is

very powerful. If you're healthy, it can clear viruses without ever producing a single

antibody. Antibodies are actually a second-tier effect when your innate immune

system fails.

The problem is that your innate immune system will not be activated and likely will

fail to protect you if you get a COVID-19 shot, because it’s bypassing all of the areas

where your innate immune system would be brought to bear.



Normally you breathe the virus in and stimulate the production secretory IgA

antibodies that protect your respiratory system. When you bypass that route of

exposure with a jab in the arm, no secretory IgA antibodies are produced, leaving you

susceptible to the infection.

As explained by Ronald Kostoff in an excellent December 8, 2021, Trial Site News

article, “COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’: The Wrong Bomb Over the Wrong Target at the Wrong

Time”:

“An effective vaccine would focus on cellular immunity in the respiratory and

intestinal tract, in which secretory IgA is produced by your lymphocytes that

are located directly underneath the mucous membranes that line the

respiratory and intestinal tract.

The antibodies produced by these lymphocytes are ejected through and to

the surface of the linings. These antibodies are thus on site to meet air-borne

viruses and they may be able to prevent viral binding and infection of the

cells.

Unfortunately, the main inoculants used presently for COVID-19 focus on

antibodies (IgG and circulating IgA) that occur in the bloodstream. These

antibodies protect the internal organs of the body from infectious agents that

try to spread via the bloodstream.”

When you are injected with the COVID jab, your body will only induce IgG and

circulating IgA — not secretory IgA, and these types of antibodies do not effectively

protect your mucous membranes from SARS-CoV-2 infection. So, as noted by Kostoff,

the breakthrough infections we’re now seeing “con[rm the fundamental design kaws”

of this gene transfer technology.

“A natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus) will in most individuals

remain localized to the respiratory tract,” Kostoff writes.  “The vaccines used
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presently cause cells deep inside our body to express the viral spike protein,

which they were never meant to do by nature.

Any cell which expresses this foreign antigen on its surface will come under

attack by the immune system, which will involve both IgG antibodies and

cytotoxic T-lymphocytes. This may occur in any organ, but the damage will be

most severe in vital organs.

We are seeing now that the heart is affected in many young people, leading

to myocarditis or even sudden cardiac arrest and death. In other words, we

are dropping the wrong bomb on the wrong target at the wrong time!”

In the end, your body will essentially believe that your innate immune system has

failed, which means it must bring in the backup cavalry. In essence, your body is now

overreacting to something that isn’t true. You’re not actually infected with a virus and

your innate immune system has not failed, but your body is forced to respond as if

both are true.

Effects Likely to Persist Long Term

What’s more, the synthetic RNA in the mRNA vaccines contains a nucleotide called

methyl-pseudouridine, which your body cannot break down, and the RNA is

programmed to trigger maximum protein production. So, we’re looking at completely

untested manipulation of RNA.

It is very important to recognize that this is a genetically engineered mRNA for the

spike protein. It is not identical to the spike protein mRNA that SARS-CoV-2 produces.

It’s been signi[cantly altered to avoid being metabolized by your body.

The spike protein your body produces in response to the COVID-19 vaccine mRNA

locks into your ACE2 receptor. This is because the genetically engineered new spike

protein has additional prolines inserted that prevent the receptors from properly



closing, which then cause you to downregulate ACE2. That’s partially how you end up

with problems such as pulmonary hypertension, ventricular heart failure and

stroke.

As noted in a 2020 paper,  there’s a “pivotal link” between ACE2 de[ciency and SARS-

CoV-2 infection. People with ACE2 de[ciency tend to be more prone to severe COVID-

19. The spike protein suppresses ACE2,  making the de[ciency even worse.

According to Seneff, the gene transfer injections essentially do the same thing, and

we still don’t know how long the effects last.

Manufacturers initially guessed the synthetic RNA might survive in the human body

for about six months. A more recent investigation found the spike protein persisted in

recovered COVID patients for 15 months.

This raises the suspicion that the synthetic and more persistent mRNA in the COVID

shots may trigger spike protein production for at least as long, and probably longer.

What’s more, the number of spike proteins produced by the shots is far greater than

what you experience in natural infection.

As explained by Dr. Peter McCullough,  this means that after your [rst shot, your

body will produce spike protein for at least 15 months. But, when you get shot No. 2 a

few weeks later, that shot will cause spike protein production to go on for 15 months

or longer. With shot No. 3 six months after that, you produce spike protein for yet

another 15 months.

With regular boosters, you may never rid your body of the spike protein. All the while,

it’s wreaking havoc with your biology. McCullough likens it to “a permanent install of

an inkammatory protein in the human body,” and inkammation is at the heart of most

if not all chronic diseases. There’s simply no possible way for these gene transfer

shots to improve public health. They’re going to decimate it.

Long-Term Neurological Damage Is To Be Expected
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In her paper,  Seneff describes several key characteristics of the SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein that suggests it acts as a prion. This could help explain why we’re seeing so

many neurological side effects from the shots. According to Seneff, the spike protein

produced by the COVID shot, due to the modi[cations made, may actually make it

more of a prion than the spike protein in the actual virus, and a more effective one.

For a detailed technical description of this you can read through Seneff’s paper, but

the take-home message is that COVID-19 shots are instruction sets for your body to

make a toxic protein that will eventually wind up concentrated in your spleen, from

where prion-like protein instructions will be sent out, radically increasing your risk of

developing neurodegenerative diseases.

Lung, Heart and Brain Diseases Are Predictable Consequences

Seneff also goes into great detail describing how the spike protein acts as a

metabolic poison. While I recommend reading Seneff’s paper in its entirety, I’ve

extracted some key sections below, starting with how the spike protein can trigger

pathological damage leading to lung damage and heart and brain diseases:

“The picture is now emerging that SARS-CoV-2 has serious effects on the

vasculature in multiple organs, including the brain vasculature … In a series

of papers, Yuichiro Suzuki in collaboration with other authors presented a

strong argument that the spike protein by itself can cause a signaling

response in the vasculature with potentially widespread consequences.

These authors observed that, in severe cases of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2

causes signi[cant morphological changes to the pulmonary vasculature …

Furthermore, they showed that exposure of cultured human pulmonary artery

smooth muscle cells to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit was

su]cient to promote cell signaling without the rest of the virus components.

Follow-on papers showed that the spike protein S1 subunit suppresses ACE2,
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causing a condition resembling pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a

severe lung disease with very high mortality … The ‘in vivo studies’ they

referred to … had shown that SARS coronavirus-induced lung injury was

primarily due to inhibition of ACE2 by the SARS-CoV spike protein, causing a

large increase in angiotensin-II.

Suzuki et al. (2021) went on to demonstrate experimentally that the S1

component of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, at a low concentration … activated the

MEK/ERK/MAPK signaling pathway to promote cell growth. They speculated

that these effects would not be restricted to the lung vasculature.

The signaling cascade triggered in the heart vasculature would cause

coronary artery disease, and activation in the brain could lead to stroke.

Systemic hypertension would also be predicted. They hypothesized that this

ability of the spike protein to promote pulmonary arterial hypertension could

predispose patients who recover from SARS-CoV-2 to later develop right

ventricular heart failure.

Furthermore, they suggested that a similar effect could happen in response

to the mRNA vaccines, and they warned of potential long-term consequences

to both children and adults who received COVID-19 vaccines based on the

spike protein.

An interesting study by Lei et. al. (2021) found that pseudovirus — spheres

decorated with the SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein but lacking any viral DNA in their

core — caused inhammation and damage in both the arteries and lungs of

mice exposed intratracheally.

They then exposed healthy human endothelial cells to the same pseudovirus

particles. Binding of these particles to endothelial ACE2 receptors led to

mitochondrial damage and fragmentation in those endothelial cells, leading

to the characteristic pathological changes in the associated tissue.



This study makes it clear that spike protein alone, unassociated with the rest

of the viral genome, is su]cient to cause the endothelial damage associated

with COVID-19. The implications for vaccines intended to cause cells to

manufacture the spike protein are clear and are an obvious cause for

concern.”

The COVID Shots Activate Latent Viruses

As mentioned earlier, shingles infection is turning out to be a rather common side

effect of the COVID shot, and like the neurological, vascular and cardiac damage

we’re seeing, activation of latent viral infections was also predicted.

One reason why latent viral infections are cropping up in response to the shots is

because the shots disable your type I interferon pathway. A second reason is because

your immune system is overburdened trying to deal with the inkammatory spike

proteins kowing through your body. Something’s got to give, so latent viruses are

allowed to break through.

That’s not the end of your potential troubles, however, as these coinfections may

worsen or accelerate other conditions, such as Bell’s Palsy, myalgic encephalomyelitis

and chronic fatigue syndrome.

Herpes viruses, for example, have been implicated as a trigger of both AIDS  and

chronic fatigue syndrome.  Some research suggests these diseases don’t appear

until viruses from different families partner up and the type 1 interferon pathway is

disabled.

With all of that in mind, it seems inevitable that, long term, the COVID mass injection

campaign will result in an avalanche of a wide range of debilitating chronic illnesses.

Login or Join to comment on this article
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Guillermou

It is a planned genocide, a war against humanity, deaths and serious damage against people who are

suffering and will suffer serious consequences from the Spike protein, with loss of immunity,

hyperinkammation and DNA damage. (UPDATED) EXCLUSIVE SUMMARY: COVID-19 VACCINE

CONCERNS. DATED: JANUARY 13, 2023 BY SHARYL ATTKISSON A great initiative to take a closer look

at what BigPharma is hiding, the FDA and the CDC, about the true risks of the vaccine. Investigative

journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an

updated list on her website.

Some of the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder,

decreased immunity, Bell's palsy, antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), appendicitis, diabetes,

Graves' disease autoimmune disorder, Clarkson's disease, disorders heart attacks, Guillain-Barre

autoimmune palsy, Hepatitis C reactivation and death, Herpes zoster infection, lymphadenopathy,

Functional Neurological Disorder (FND), Graves disease and blood clots, etc., all derived from

injections. The restrictions of biological weapons in various countries and complaints from scientists

and doctors are also analyzed.

For example, in the UK, some scientists scrutinized reports of adverse events and called on the

Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency to suspend covid-19 vaccines as "unsafe for

human use" due to reports of bleeding/clotting problems, pain, immune system, neurological,

vision/hearing/smell/speech loss and questions about the impact on pregnant women.

sharylattkisson.com/2023/01/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (01/13/2023)

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Guillermou

A new study in the Journal of Neurology examines potential links between P[zer and Moderna

vaccines and acute demyelination of the central nervous system (CNS), including multiple

sclerosis (MS). Demyelinating diseases damage the protective covering that surrounds nerve

[bers in the brain, optic nerves, and spinal cord, leading to neurological problems, paresthesias,

sphincter disturbance, and limb weakness." link.springer.com/.../s00415-021-10780-7  .---- The

Testimonials Project was created to provide a platform for all those who were affected after

receiving covid-19 vaccines, and to make sure their voices are heard, as they are not heard in the

Israeli media. www.vaxtestimonies.org/en

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

juststeve

And yet we have Bill Gates after ca$hing in his chips on the Jab expressing well we just didn't know

it wasn't as bad as we thought, the Jab didn't quite work the way we thought, but the next time

people will pay attention. (Not word for word, but in that ballpark.) Gates expressing all that and

more, and yet nothing coming from the Predator Machine but still saying get your Jab/s, get all the

Jab/s, as many as you can, let us pincushion your arm for your own good, we're the experts you

just don't understand. Pay no attention to the bodies that are now actually piling up.

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Guillermou

Very true Just, even Bill Gates' conscience can weigh on him. positive news: SWITZERLAND

WITHDRAWS ALL COVID VACCINATION RECOMMENDATIONS They almost got it right. They

stopped short of pulling the product from the market and properly investigating the net harms but I

guess that can still come.

metatron.substack.com/p/switzerland-withdraws-all-covid-vaccination?ut..  (04/08/2023)

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Guillermou

NOW EXPERTS SAY THAT PFIZER & FDA MISLED & LIED TO THE NATION & WORLD! THAT THE

STUDIES WERE FRAUDULENT, THEY DROPPED SUBJECTS & USED BOGUS STATISTICAL

ANALYSES! DUH! DOSHI, MYSELF, MCCULLOUGH, RISCH We have been saying this near 2 years

now! Thanks NTD for the report but you guys are late to the game, but better late than never! P[zer

& Moderna CEOs etc. should be handcuffed

palexander.substack.com/p/malone-silencing-critics-with-law?utm_source..  (04/08/2023)

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Guillermou

THE UNREDACTED FAUCI-FARRAR EMAILS OF FEB 1-2, 2020. RON FOUCHIER TELLS US 6

REASONS THE GENOME DOES NOT LOOK NATURAL, AND 6 WAYS TO SHOOT EACH ONE DOWN.

By Meryl Nass Farrar discusses drafting the Nature Medicine article. Garry tells us how to build a

SARS-CoV-2. Start from the bottom of the screenshots as the 8 pages are in reverse chronological

order, as emails are. At the bottom I will have a few more remarks about these emails. Note that

Farrar messed up, something very rare for him. Instead of using the word leaked’ in reference to

lab origin, he used the word released.’ This is important.

merylnass.substack.com/p/the-unredacted-fauci-farrar-emails?utm_source..  (04/08/2023)

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

juststeve

MSNBC attacks Taibbi with divert, distract, look at this don't see that; https://www.yahoo.com/

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Guillermou

This article by MIT scientist Stephanie Seneff lays out compelling reasons to suspect that these

gene transfer injections will have devastating long-term impacts, resulting in excess deaths over

the next decade. She argues that the actual death toll may be closer to 374,576 (including

international deaths reported to VAERS would give a death toll of 815,326), and those are deaths

that occurred in a matter of days. or weeks after injection. Furthermore, it is clear that the number

of deaths from COVID-19 infection in the US has been grossly exaggerated, as it is based on

positive PCR tests and even the mere suspicion of COVID in the absence of tests.

Many died of other causes and simply tested positive for COVID at the time of death. “Seneff

suspects that in the next 10 to 15 years, we’ll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases, autoimmune

diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and blood disorders such as blood clots,

hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.” “A natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus) will in

most individuals remain localized to the respiratory tract,” Kostoff writes. “The vaccines used

presently cause cells deep inside our body to express the viral spike protein, which they were never

meant to do by nature. 2022)

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Almond

People need to see the greater picture. The people, the land, the water, the air and the creatures of the

earth are being sickened and destroyed. The common thread of our times that we struggle against is

"the killing industry". So much is being done for immediate pro[t. Globalists have lost sight of natural

law, humanity and morality.

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Cap8161

Almond, Thank you for not calling them "elites". They are pure evil.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Almond

Cap and all... We also need to ask ourselves who (or what) is really behind the faces of the

globalists we see in the news. This is bigger thna just a few greedy individuals. They are also

pawns in the scheme of things... even though they do not understand that thye are also being used.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Lou321

Schwab, Gates, Fauci, Tedros and others want to depopulate the eartth. They say that we are too

many....they want us dead. Their plan is to scare all of us and then give us the poison that will make us

all sick [rst and dead later. Having failed, now comes the next plan , the extraterrestrial invasion or

world war III.....These people are evil and with the entity running the WH their plan might come to

fruition.
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mammywitch

YES! Look for some sort of "alien invasion" thing to pop up! Have you noticed that the government

has "released" some videos of UFOs? This is to prep us for their "invasion" tactics! Just be aware!

Do not fall for the crap that they (aliens) are coming to destroy us...if they are so much more

advanced than we are (and they MUST be to send crafts that we are not able to even identify, much

less duplicate)---then why haven't they already done so!?!? Yes, I'm a Trekkie---I especially like Mr.

Spock (the person of logic) ... and tend to look at things in the manner that is logical...not so

emotional...

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, Recent developments suggest that "depopulation" is an integral part of so-called Covid

mandates, including lockdown policies and the mRNA "vaccine". Flash back to 2009. According to

the Wall Street Journal: "Billionaires try to reduce the world's population." In May 2009, billionaire

philanthropists met behind closed doors at the home of the president of Rockefeller University in

Manhattan. This secret meeting was sponsored by Bill Gates. They called themselves “The Good

Club”. Participants included the late David Rockefeller, Warren Buffett, George Soros, Michael

Bloomberg Ted Turner, Oprah Winfrey and many more. A few months later, Bill Gates in his TED

presentation (February 2010) regarding vaccination, con[rmed the following; “And if we do a great

job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we could reduce that [world

population] by 10 to 15 percent.”

www.globalresearch.ca/secret-may-2009-meeting-of-the-good-club-billion..
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Pet Rock

The covid "vaccines" will continue to maim and kill, my guess is that the deaths and injuries are way

way over the 41% greater than VAERS. But who is counting? I had the following "side effects" from a

DTaP as an adult: pertussis three times (never had it before), lung issues, shingles twice, new extreme

sensitivity to emfs, extreme fatigue, teeth clenching necessitating a mouth guard (that is the tetanus

component--lockjaw), weight gain, short-term memory loss. All of these "vaccines" are toxic, and

should be gone. They should be illegal.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

SimonAwen

Are these consequences 'unintended?'

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Stephjask

I take that question as rhetorical, given the lies they are still spouting.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Barbara Charis

This morning just read that there was a Geman study released that the spike protein caused brain cell

deaths. It wasn't diycult to [gure this out a long time earlier that this was occurring. I observed that so

many who have had the jabs have had personality changes and lost their ability to think.
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Cap8161

I have a rare medical letter of exemption from my doctor of 17 years. He however took the shots and

now his Multiple Myeloma which was in remission has come back and he needs another bone marrow

transplant. How can people believe that it is a good idea to give vaccines to people with compromised

immune systems ? First they cannot mount the expected response and second it will only challenge

their wellbeing. My other friend was terri[ed. Stayed in her house for two years and took [ve shots and

made sure her family got them as well. They all got Covid anyway; but rejoiced that it would have been

worse had they not got the shot??? Shortly after their formerly healthy adult daughter died from

Glioblastoma and they are blaming it on the so called virus; never considering that messing with their

DNA from 5 shots could have contributed to this. Makes me so sad.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

latinrage

I've read that university studies have demonstrated that only about 1-10% of deaths and adverse

events are actually recorded into the VAERS database. This would mean that the numbers would have

to be multiplied by a factor of 10 at the very least to get a number that is more accurate to the actual

deaths and adverse events. Goes to show that these numbers are being vastly underreported.
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Guillermou

Very sure. Project Veritas shed light on some of the reasons for such underreporting last year

when they obtained undercover video from inside the Phoenix Indian Medical Center, a facility run

by the HHS Indian Health Service program. The video featured several medical professionals

admitting to seeing adverse reactions more often than the mainstream media gave the impression.

Additionally, a 2010 report submitted to the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) noted that VAERS detected "less than 1% of

events adverse effects of vaccines. On the problem of underreporting, the VAERS website only

offers that "more serious and unexpected medical events are more likely to be reported than minor

ones." www.lifesitenews.com/news/2022-reports-of-myocarditis-after-covid-shot..  (03/17 /2022)

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

Hollie123

Gui, thank you for responding and now I can understand that we don't want to block, but do want to

upregulate the pathway with nutraceuticals (e.g. selenium, glucosamine, NAC, etc.). Thank you for the

links. You are a walking encyclopedia and are so appreciated!

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

tessat

Something that has haunted me for years--3 people I know that got the [rst Covid Vaccine developed

boils mostly in the arm pit area. Some were carbuncles. They were hideous. I have never read of this in

any articles and wonder if anyone else experienced it. These 3 did not report it out of fear but found

out that others who had the vaccine at the same time developed the same thing. This is all so scary but

I believe in the Bible and if you read Revelation asking the Holy Spirit to enlighten you mind you will

understand where we are in Earths History.

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Macskak

Hello Tessat, my sister in law got p[zer one then two then developed in her underarm an orange

sized blood?ball looking thing haematoma? Luckily in my country the doctors still were doctors

and operated on her cutting out this blood [lled very painful ball looking thing from her underarm.

The operation was painful the after-time was painful for her - I [nd it so terrible that they torture

people before they murdering them. After that she developed heart-attack then heart artery failure

then on the other side of her heart - she spent her last 1.5 years alive in and out of hospitals in

operations before dying from heart failure - all from getting the p[zer because she wanted to be

safe from the covid.Horrible.

Posted On 04/09/2023

 

reinaldi

I sincerely regret getting these shots. I had to due to work. I never trusted these shots to begin with but

I should’ve been more vigilant. There is never a day where I stop and think to myself to rewind my

decisions during 2022.  So I’m wondering, what’s the best way to detox? Or is there a way to get rid of

them out of my body? I’m emotionally drained and exhausted from these thoughts and I am willing to

do anything at this point.

Posted On 04/08/2023

 

inner

Do you really believe they were not intended? I don't.
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billstri

Hard to blame it all on the Fauci inspired vaccines. Might [nd out someday that certain man made

chemicals in our bodies make us more susceptible to the consequences of the White House's medical

experiment. My advice to anyone, jabbed or now is to detox and avoid putting foods with certain

chemicals into your body like Glyphosate and mercury and avoid anything GMO for the rest of your life.

Too late to avoid the consequences of the White House experiment once those consequences begin in

you. Sorry we can't avoid all toxins including toxic air pollution. And we can't remove all toxins in our

drinking water without removing essential minerals we get from drinking water.

Posted On 04/08/2023
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Almond

billstri and all... if you are not on a good well, see if there is a natural spring in your area. You can

[nd more info about locations online. Perhaps you know someone on a good well that has tested

the water thoroughly. Though no guarantee, if you already know your city water is very bad,

consider whether there are rest areas or parks that have their own wells where you could [ll your

drinking water jugs. You may have to ask a lot of questions. Govt water testing is very minimal.

Basically, it tells you whether water is wet, turbid and free of disease organisms. It does not test

extensively for industrial contaminants.

This can be expensive, but is well worth it if you are on a well. We avoid municipal water. At the

very least, it is often kuoridated and chlorinated. (It tastes terrible and has an odor!) I hear city

people tell me they know their water is good because they got a report from the govt saying it is.

Yet, I can also see maps of where they live showing how heavily the area is contaminated with

glyphosate and atrazine, which is not tested for in the water supply. They live in an area with

mutant frogs and koating dead [sh. You cannot convince a person of a thing they do not want to

admit.

When we moved to a new location, we released our cat from her carrier and put a bowl of water in

front of her. She sniffed the water, let out a shriek, turned tail, returned to her carrier and did not

want to come out. We [gured if even our cat would not drink the water, we should not either. The

water did not pass the cat scan. That is pretty ominous when you consider where a cat will drink

water from. By weight, a person consumes more water than food, so water quality should be as

high a priority as organic food.
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kwik54

I use a Clearly Filtered water pitcher-tested to remove more contaminants than any other [lter

pitcher. See test results: www.clearly[ltered.com/pages/performance-data-for-the-clearly-[ltere..

 I also take Youngevity Beyond Tangy Tangerine 2.0 for vitamins and minerals or Mercola

supplements. I take both! Also Himalayan pink sea salt for pure minerals. Iodine supplement

because you will not be getting any when you stop using your table salt. We have to try to stay ever

vigilant-especially regarding ANYTHING we drink or eat!

Posted On 04/08/2023
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billstri

We have a natural spring in our area. It is up in the mountains, higher than any city property. There

are no houses or roads higher up than that spring on those mountains. It is listed online for places

people go to get untreated, unmonitored drinking water. I been getting my drinking water from that

spring for many, many years. Best tasting water in our area. Maybe the only real pollution in that

water is from air pollution from millions of vehicles that falls and settles on those mountains every

day or gets in the rain and snow that falls on those mountains. I am a believer that any pollution on

the surface or in the air will eventually work into the ground water, some of it within 6 months, no

matter where you live.

There are no safe waters unless you move to remote places that you can't get vitamin-D from the

sun most of the year. I hike to that spring with 4 gallon plastic jugs (2 in my pack and 1 in each

hand), getting up to 20 gallons of water on each visit in that area. I use short term water from the

jugs and put long term water into emergency storage using glass jugs which have gotten

exceedingly expensive since the start of Covid. I retrieve the water in old plastic vinegar jugs.

I understand plastic is not too bad when the jug is used over and over and over again as most of

the plastic and chemicals will leach into the water of plastic water bottles happens the [rst time

the water bottle is used, when it is new. The longer you use the same plastic bottle, the less

additional leaching it will do. Most of the leaching happened when it was new with vinegar that I

use to clean the house, sinks, and toliets with. Using old vinegar bottles for years and years to

fetch water is much better use than putting used bottles into recycling, which uses tons of energy

to recycle.

Posted On 04/09/2023
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